
Microchip #____________ 

INDIAN CREEK BENGALS
Thank you for choosing one of our Bengal cats to own you! Please feel free to call 
with any questions or concerns. 

ADOPTION	CONTRACT	
This	agreement	is	for	the	Bengal	cat	or	kitten	described	below:	
BREED: Bengal    SEX:   BIRTH DATE: _______________ COLOR: ___________________________________ 

SIRE & DAM or NAME OF CAT: _________________________________________________________________________ 

Under	the	following	conditions	or	terms:	
Seller: Indian Creek Bengals                           _______         Adopter: _________________________________________ 

Agreed adoption price: $____________________     TAX: $_____________ 

DISCOUNT: (if Applicable) ______________________  Reason: __________________________________________ 

Veterinary fee (spay/neuter, examination and health certificate, insertion of microchip):$______________ 

Adopter agrees to the transportation price of: (if Applicable) $____________________ 

This cat or kitten is purchased for pet purposes only. 

ADOPTERS	CONTACT	INFO	
ADDRESS: ______________________________________________         EMAIL: ______________________________ 

 _______________________________________________       PHONE: ______________________________ 

Full	adoption	fee	is	required	to	hold	the	cat/kitten	of	your	choice.	

On this _______ day of __________________, 20______, a balance of $___________________has been received from 
above Adopter as a final payment for the purchase of the above described cat/kitten.  

Seller warrants this Bengal to be a purebred with a traceable pedigree and either registered or eligible for registration in 
TICA.  

Breeder agrees to allow the prospective caregiver to adopt the above-mentioned cat/kitten. 

A complete medical record of vaccinations will be provided when the adoption fee has been paid and cat/kitten is 
transferred. 

The breeder reserves first right of refusal to reclaim possession of this cat/kitten from the Adopter, if for some reason the 
Adopter can no longer keep the cat/kitten. 

Indian Creek Cattery reserves the right to void this agreement and refund a deposit at any time prior to transfer of the cat/ 
kitten if it is determined by us that the cat/kitten will be subjected to an unsuitable home. 

ADOPTER AGREES TO THE FOLLOWING 

Adopter agrees that this cat/kitten will be given generous amounts of love, attention, and companionship and will 
always be treated with love and respect. 

Adopter agrees to never strike or otherwise harm this cat/kitten. 

Adopter agrees to care for the cat/kitten with best possible diet, fresh water at all times, clean and pleasant environment, 
uncaged, and a good standard of health care, including maintaining up to date vaccines and proper parasite prevention. 



Microchip #____________ 

Adopter agrees not to re-sell, give away, lease, loan, rent or abandon this cat/kitten. If the Adopter can no longer care for this 
cat/kitten, Indian Creek cattery regains full rights to ownership and the cat/kitten is to be returned to us without protest. This 
is in effect for the lifetime of the cat/kitten.  

Adopter agrees to forward a recent picture of this cat/kitten to the breeder, at least once every year. This is in effect for the 
lifetime of the cat/kitten. 

Adopter acknowledges they have received a kitten care sheet and agree to adhere as closely as possible to the 
recommendations set forth by indiancreek Bengals.  

Adopter agrees to feed the diet recommended by Indian Creek Cattery for a period of no less than one week and the 
transition to their new diet will be done gradually over two additional weeks, if a change is to be made. (See care sheet) 

Adopter agrees to keep cat/kitten separated from other household pets for 2 weeks until the kitten has an opportunity to 
bond to their new human families and to allow vaccinations to reach maximum coverage. This also protects your other pets. 

Adopter understands that it is important to supervise when introducing the cat/kitten to new companions and small children. 
The cat/kitten should not be left alone with other larger pets or children until you are sure they will be safe. 

Adopter agrees not to let this cat/kitten outside without proper supervision and only on a leash or harness.  Adopter also 
agrees to provide ample space for exercise. 

Adopter agrees not to vaccinate this cat/kitten for FIP or FIV. Breach of this will void all health guarantees. 

Adopter agrees not to “stack” vaccines. (Administering rabies and boosters or FeLV during the same office visit) This will void 
our health guarantee.  

Adopter agrees to INSIST that their vet not use Ketamine as an anesthetic for any procedure. If said veterinarian is unwilling 
to comply, Buyer must find another vet to perform the necessary procedure. Failure to do so will void the health guarantee. 

It is HIGHLY recommended that the Adopter never de-claw this cat. De-clawing this cat/kitten will void all health guarantees. 

If purchased as an unaltered kitten, Adopter agrees to castrate or spay this kitten by the day the kitten turns five months. If 
found to have been used for breeding purposes, the cat will be surrendered and a fine of $1,500 will be imposed.   

Adopter agrees not to show this cat/kitten without written permission of the Seller.  

If this cat/kitten is found to be neglected or mistreated in any way, Adopter will surrender said cat to Seller, unconditionally. 

Adopter realizes that all expenses incurred will be the sole responsibility of the adopter. (Veterinary expenses included) 

It is the responsibility of the adopter to provide immediate veterinary care to any cat/kitten showing signs of illness or 
distress. 

Adopter understands there are no cash refunds.  The Buyer, by signing this contract, has reviewed, understood, had a chance 
to question and has accepted this contract in its entirety. 

Any disagreements resulting from the purchase of this cat will not be published by buyer, seller or their associates on social 
media or on any internet sites. Damages for violation of this clause will be $5,000. 

If at any point in time, for any reason, buyer is unable to care for this cat/kitten, it is the buyer's responsibility to return said 
cat to Indian Creek Bengals with any and all records/documents at the buyer's expense to be rehomed. All original documents 
as well as current medical records should accompany the cat so we may accurately represent the cat for re-homing 

This contract is legally binding on the Adopter (s) and seller in this transaction and is non-transferable to other parties. This 
contract shall remain in force throughout the life of the kitten. Signing indicates agreement to this contract. Breach of 
contract will result in cancellation and repossession of the cat/kitten by the Seller without compensation. Jurisdiction of this 
contract will be the municipality of the Sellers residence at the time of dispute. Adopter shall be liable to Breeder for any and 
all legal fees incurred in the enforcement of this contract. 

Adopter: _____________________________________________ DATE: ____/____/____ 

SELLER: ______________________________________________ DATE: ____/____/____ 

***Please remember to bring an appropriate pet carrier to transport your new family member when you come for pickup or 
you will be required to purchase one from the breeder. No cat/kitten will leave the facility without one 


